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Abstract: Data is the lifeblood of all businesses. Data-driven
decisions make the difference between leading with the
competition or fall down. Machine learning is the key to
unbolting the values of companies and customers data and
approving decisions that keep a company ahead in the race.
The conception of the Model Training Environment is to make
an interactive, visual workspace to easily build, test, and iterate
on a predictive analysis model. The user can deploy a machine
learning model without writing a single line of coding. The
testing and training for the model are done on the same dataset.
One can also summarise the dataset using a correlation matrix
which helps to summarize the data and tells the relationship
between the features of the data in the form of a matrix.
Consequently, a pickle file for the trained model can be made
to allow the user to use the implemented machine learning
model anytime. Anyone who has little or no knowledge of
machine learning can use the system for implementing and
creating machine learning models without any hassle of
programming being needed.
Keyword:- Web Interface, Model Training, Machine Learning,
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1. INTRODUCTION
The basic idea behind Model Training Environment is to
make a visual workspace where one can implement and
visualize machine learning algorithms without writing a
single line of code. Through this project, we want to ease the
implementation of machine learning models using Machine
Learning, Django, and React. The system initially consists
of uploading the structured dataset which is stored in the
database. The corresponding dataset is converted into a
dataframe on which the operations are performed [8]. Pandas
library is used for the conversion into the dataframe. Realworld data generally contains noise, missing values, and
maybe in an unusable format which cannot be directly used
for machine learning models. The probability of exceptional
data has increased in today’s data due to its colossal size and
its start for diverse sources. Data Preprocessing is the step in
which the data gets transformed, to bring it to such a state
that now the machine can easily parse it. In other words, the
features of the data can now be easily interpreted by the
algorithm. Data preprocessing is required for cleaning the
data and making it suitable for a machine learning model
which also increases the accuracy and efficiency of the
machine learning model. It involves feature encoding which
is basically performing transformations on the data such that
it can be easily accepted as input for machine learning
algorithms while keeping its meaning intact. Basically, we
are applying three techniques - Scaling, one-hot encoding,
and imputation. Scaling is applied to independent variables
or features of data. It is done to transform the data features
into a specific scale like 0-1. It standardizes features by
removing the mean and scaling to unit variance.The standard
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score of sample x is calculated as z = (x - u) / s.Now, one hot
encoding is applied for feeding categorical data to many
scikit-learn estimators, notably linear models and SVMs
with the standard kernels[31]. This creates a binary queue for
each category and returns a special form of matrix. We apply
the one-hot encoding on the categorical features to convert
them into integer values. The data may also have some
missing values, which are handled by the imputation
transformer. The imputation strategies-mean, median, most
frequent, and constant are used according to the data. A
correlation matrix, which is a table showing correlation
coefficients between variables, will be plotted[10]. The
correlation matrix may help to know the required labels[9]. It
is a way to summarize the data and helps to understand the
relationship and dependence among the features of the
dataset. After the data preprocessing phase comes the
algorithm selection phase that involves the implementation
of various machine learning algorithms both classification
and regression. These algorithms are coded using sci-kit
learn library. Whenever the user selects the algorithm the
code for that algorithm runs on top of the user given dataset
in the Django backend Then it renders the result on the web
interface in the form of predicted score.
2. RELATED WORK
Machine Learning due to its vast possibilities and
demanding global market has become a key of interest for
innovation, research, and design. Presently, there are several
online platforms that can help in the ease implementation of
machine learning algorithms. But these systems have their
own shortcomings and they are not fully able to utilize the
architecture and resources such as lack of centralization,
dependency on the operating system, and lack of userfriendly interface. In our system, we have tried to overcome
the above by uploading the dataset on our database making
the computation depend only on the server rather than
operating system and a user interface system, In this section,
we will be discussing some innovative machine learning
platforms.
An online machine learning platform is developed by
Google known as Google Colab. It is a free cloud service
and provides a free GPU. The hassle of creating a local
environment with anaconda and installing packages is
eliminated by Collaboratory. Colab solely works on Google
Drive and comes with a lot of Python libraries. But it has
some shortcomings like one needs to install specific libraries
that do not come with standard python for every session.
Also, Google Drive is our source and target for storage,
which makes it eat bandwidth for large datasets[5]. Colab
allows one to work on the system without interruptions but
not more than that. Google Storage is used with the current
session, so if someone has downloaded some files and wants
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to use it later, it must be saved before closing the session.
The online workspace developed by Microsoft known as
Azure Machine Learning[7] is a better option that eliminates
the coding section. It uses best-in-class algorithms and a
simple drag and drop interface which allows deployment in
a matter of clicks and it accelerates model creation with the
automated Machine Learning User Interface access built-in
feature
engineering,
algorithm
selection,
and
hyperparameter sweeping to develop highly accurate
models[33]. It is a secure, trusted platform and designed for
responsible AI. It has the support of open source frameworks
and Libraries including CubeFlow, MLflow, TensorFlow,
Pytorch, Python, and R.It Build machine learning models
using enterprise-grade security, compliance, and virtual
network support of Azure. It is an end-to-end Machine
learning lifecycle Support.
3. FEATURE SELECTION AND DATA
PREPROCESSING
Data preprocessing is crucial in any data mining process as
it directly impacts the success rate of the project. This
reduces the complexity of the data under analysis as data in
the real-world is unclean. Data is said to be unclean if it is
missing attribute, attribute values, contain noise or outliers,
and duplicate or wrong data. The presence of any of these
will degrade the quality of the results. Our data
preprocessing process mainly consists of three major steps feature extraction, scaling, and one hot encoding.
Feature selection is one of the dimensionality reduction
methods. It is used to remove irrelevant or redundant
features. In addition, it improves the classification accuracy.
Unlike the feature extraction methods, feature selection
techniques obtain a new generalized feature set from the
original set. This batch of features chosen gives the best
performance due to some unbiased functions and notable
criteria. To make feature selection easier and to provide
users with some context about the dataset we make use of a
correlation matrix. A correlation matrix [4] helps users in
understanding the relationship across all features in a dataset
thereby providing users useful insights about the dataset. It
is a way to summarize the data and helps to understand the
relationship and dependence among the features of the
dataset.

4. MODEL SELECTION
Model Selection is a vital component in machine learning
modeling[15]. After the Feature Selection and Data
Preprocessing phase, the Model Selection is done by the user
in which the user is given choices to select the type of
algorithms on the interface which involves regression and
classification algorithms18]. After choosing the generalized
type the user can further choose different types of Machine
learning algorithms for example, if the user chooses
Regression in the start then the user can choose a different
variety of regression algorithms[1] like Linear Regression,
Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Decision tree
Regressor[2], etc. Choosing the write Machine learning
algorithm is a critical point but our interface provides a
flexible way to try different algorithms frequently with ease
and without worrying about the code and repeating the data
preprocessing steps again and again like we do when build
model with the different algorithm we need to fulfill the
condition according to the algorithm in the preprocessing
phase17]. The model Selection phase involves plenty of
algorithms a user can try.
5. RESULTS AND FINDINGS RELATED TO OUR
APPLICATION “MOTE”
From the prototype we made it is possible to implement the
machine learning algorithms for any user without any prior
coding knowledge. The user can implement the best
possible machine learning model within a few clicks. After
the model selection, a score is generated at the end which
helps to understand the model selection and other phases that
a user-customized earlier and further enlightens the user to
improve the model by trying other machine learning
algorithms[30]. The score for the machine learning model
may be as high as 80 percent as the test and training on the
same dataset[10].

Fig - 2 Web Interface Snippet I

Fig.1 Sample correlation matrix plotted- Used to know the required labels
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Fig. 3 Web Interface Snippet II
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CNN, RNN, Xgboost, etc needs to be added in the model
selection. Currently, our model doesn’t support time series
based modeling .so, not capable of dealing with the
univariate and multivariate time series dataset. These are
future scope which is to be included in the improved version
of the application.
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